REQUIREMENTS FOR RED BACKGROUND REGULATORY SIGNS
(STOP, YIELD, DO NOT ENTER AND WRONG WAY SIGNS)

REQUIREMENTS FOR WHITE BACKGROUND REGULATORY SIGNS
(EXCLUDING STOP, YIELD, DO NOT ENTER AND WRONG WAY SIGNS)

GENERAL NOTES
1. Signs to be furnished shall be as detailed elsewhere in the plans or as shown on the sign evaluation sheet. Standard sign designs and size dimensions can be found in the "Standard Highway Sign Designs for Texas" (SHSD).

2. Sign legends shall use the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) Standard Highway Alphabets (A, C, D, E, Emod, or F).

3. Letter spacing between numerals and characters shall conform with the SHSD, and any approved changes in size. Letter spacing of legend shall provide a balanced appearance when spacing is not shown.

4. Black legend and borders shall be applied by screening process or cut-out acrylic non-reflective black film to background sheeting, or combination thereof.

5. White legend and borders shall be applied by screening process with transparent colored ink, transparent colored overlay film to white background sheeting, or combination thereof.

6. Colored legend shall be applied by screening process when transparent colored ink, transparent colored overlay film or colored sheeting to background sheeting, or combination thereof.

7. Sign substrates shall be any material that meets the Departmental Material Specification requirements of DMS-7110 or approved alternative.

8. Mounting details for roadside mounted signs are shown in the "SMD Series" Standard Plan Sheets.

REQUIREMENTS FOR WARNING SIGNS

REQUIREMENTS FOR SCHOOL SIGNS